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We present a family of randomized algorithms that enjoys a wide
range of timespace trade-offs in deciding undirected S-T-connec-
tivity. Our trade-offs cover the whole range between breadth first
search and the random walk procedure of Aleliunas et al., and achieve
a time-space product of O (mn) (where n is the number of vertices in
the graph, m is the number of edges, and O notation is used in order to
suppress logarithmic terms). Moreover, we obtain improved time
space trade-offs of O (n2) for regular graphs. A convenient and infor-
mative way of expressing our trade-offs, that implies the trade-offs
stated above, is as O ((ni=1 di)(
n
i=1 1di)), where di is the degree of
vertex i in the input graph. In constructing our algorithms and analysing
them, we build upon earlier work of Broder et al. (who achieved a
timespace trade-off of O (m2)), Barnes and Feige (who achieved
a timespace trade-off of O (m32n12)), and Aldous. In passing, we
also improve previous results regarding the rate at which a random walk
discovers new vertices in a graph. ] 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be an undirected simple graph with n vertices, m
edges. We consider the problem of determining if there is a
path in G connecting two distinguished vertices, S and T.
This problem is known as undirected S-T-connectivity,
or USTCON. It can be solved in time O (m) and space
O (n) deterministically, by breadth first search (BFS).
(Throughout, O and 0 notation is used in order to suppress
polylogarithmic terms. E.g., n log n is O (n). We also use the
convention that suppressed terms are polylogarithmic in n,
regardless of the explicit terms that appear in O ( } ).
Hence log n is O (1), and p log n is O ( p).) Aleliunas et al.
[AKLLR] showed that a randomized algorithm can solve
USTCON in space O(log n). Their algorithm performs a
random walk on the vertices of G, where at each time step
the walk moves to a vertex chosen uniformly at random
from the neighbors of the current vertex. Aleliunas et al.
[AKLLR] prove that if S and T are connected, then a
random walk that starts at S is expected to reach T in mn
steps. This leads to a randomized algorithm with one-sided
error: start a walk at S. If T is reached within 3mn steps,
declare that S and T are connected; otherwisenot
connected. The error probability can be made arbitrarily
small by independent repetition of the algorithm. (A log
space ‘‘Las Vegas’’ randomized algorithm with no error was
subsequently designed in [BCDRT].)
It is apparent that the random walk algorithm is wasteful
in terms of time, as each edge is visited on average n times.
Can the time complexity of the algorithm be improved, at
the price of only a modest increase in the space complexity?
Aleliunas et al. [AKLLR] asked whether there is a spec-
trum of trade-offs between time and space for randomized
algorithms for USTCON. Observe that both BFS and the
random walk algorithm achieve a time space trade-off of
ST=O (mn) (where T denotes time and S denotes space). Is
there a randomized algorithm that for any space bound
log n<S<n, requires time T=O (mnS)? In this paper we
answer this question in the affirmative.
1.1. Previous Related Work
Broder et al. [BKRU] were the first to develop an algo-
rithm that achieves a nontrivial trade-off. Their algorithm is
based on the following observation: the fraction of ‘‘wasted’’
steps of the random walk (steps in which the walk revisits
previously visited vertices) increases as the walk grows
longer. Hence many short random walks are more efficient
in exploring a graph than one long random walk.
We now give a high level overview of the algorithm of
Broder et al. Some implementation details are left out and
can be found in [BKRU]. The algorithm that is developed
in the current paper is obtained via simple modifications of
[BKRU]’s algorithm. The overview is presented in a way
that will simplify subsequent presentation of modifications
to the algorithm.
Input to the algorithm. A graph G with n vertices and m
edges, two distinguished vertices, S and T. In addition, a
parameter p is specified, 1 pn, indicating that the algo-
rithm can use O( p log n) space.
Properties of the algorithm. Decides whether S and T
are in the same connected component. The algorithm is
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randomized and may have a small (e.g., less that 13) prob-
ability of error. The algorithm runs in time O (m2p), giving
a time-space product of O (m2).
Setting up parameters. The algorithm fixes a distribu-
tion D on the vertices of G. This distribution must be simple
enough so that the time and space complexity of sampling
according to D will have only negligible effect on the total
running time and space requirements of the algorithm.
Broder et al. choose D to be the stationary distribution SD
for random walks. That is, the probability that vertex i is
selected under distribution SD is di2m, where di denotes
the degree of vertex i in G. In addition, a parameter t is
selected. Broder et al. select t satisfying t=O (m2p2).
Distributing landmarks. The algorithm decides ran-
domly on p+2 vertices to be denoted as landmarks in G.
Two of these landmarks are S and T. The other landmarks
are chosen independently at random according to distribu-
tion D. The landmarks are not required to be distinctthe
same vertex may serve as several landmarks.
Short random walks. From each landmark, a pebble takes
3(log n) random walks. Each random walk continues for t
steps. If a random walk that starts at landmark A hits
landmark B then the algorithm notes that the two
landmarks are in the same connected component of G.
More generally, the algorithm notes that there is one con-
nected component that contains the landmarks that were
previously determined to be in the connected component of
landmark A and the landmarks that were previously deter-
mined to be in the connected component of landmark B.
Termination. The output of the short random walks phase
is a partition of the set of landmarks into subsets, such that
two landmarks are in the same subset only if they are in the
same connected component of G. If the landmarks of S and
T belong to the same subset, the algorithm accepts. If not,
the algorithm rejects. In the latter case, the output of the
algorithm might be incorrect. Due to unlucky coin tosses,
the algorithm may have failed to determine that S and T
belong to the same component when in fact they do.) To
reduce the probability of error below =, the main part of the
algorithm (distributing the landmarks and taking short ran-
dom walks) can be repeated O(log 1=) times with inde-
pendent coin tosses, rejecting only if all executions reject.
Broder et al. show that if S and T are connected, the
algorithm will discover this fact with high probability.
Hence the algorithm correctly decides USTCON. The space
requirements of the algorithm are shown to be O ( p) as
follows. It takes space p log n to remember the names of all
landmarks. In addition, log n bits suffice in order to record
the current location of the pebble that takes a random walk.
Broder et al. show how other operations of the algorithm,
such as performing unions of sets of landmarks when it is
noted that they are in the same connected component, or
sampling from the distribution D, can all be performed in
space O ( p), under certain reasonable assumptions about
the model of computation and encoding of the input graph.
The analysis of the time complexity of the algorithm is
based on counting the total number of random walk steps
made by the algorithm, which is O( pt log n), giving
O (m2p) when t=O (m2p2). Similar to the space analysis,
Broder et al. show that the time of performing all other
operations is dominated by the number of random walk
steps. This establishes a timespace product of O ( pm2p)=
O (m2).
For sparse graphs (where m = O(n)), the [BKRU]
algorithm achieves a smooth trade-off between BFS and the
random walk algorithm. However, for dense graphs, the
quality of the [BKRU] trade-off deteriorates.
It was observed on toy examples that landmark distribu-
tion schemes other than SD (stationary distribution) lead to
improved performance. However, in order to rigorously
prove that these schemes obtain a better trade-off, further
improvement in the analysis of random walks was
necessary. Barnes and Feige [BF] analysed short random
walks and used this analysis to obtain partial results on
MD, the ‘‘mixed distribution’’ scheme (this scheme was
suggested by Ruzzo [Ruzzo]). MD scatters p2 landmarks
at random similarly to SD, and p2 additional landmarks
uniformly at random over the vertices. Barnes and Feige
showed various trade-offs for the modified algorithm MD,
including ST=O (m32n12). Barnes and Feige conjectured
that the MD algorithm achieves a timespace trade-off of
ST=O (mndmin), where dmin is the minimum degree in the
graph. This conjectured trade-off of O (mndmin) for MD is
patterned after the similar bound of Kahn et al. [KLNS] on
the cover time of graphs. In particular, its value is O (n2) for
regular graphs.
1.2. Our Results
We suggest a new landmark distribution scheme, ID
(inverse distribution). ID distributes p2 landmarks accord-
ing to the stationary distribution (probability that v receives
a landmark is linear in dv) and p2 landmarks according to
an ‘‘inverse’’ distribution (probability that v receives a
landmark is linear in 1dv). Thus vertices of relatively high
degree or relatively low degree are more likely to receive
landmarks than vertices of average degree.
The three algorithms SD (stationary distribution, pre-
sented in [BKRU]), MD (mixed distribution, presented
in [BF]), and ID (inverse distribution, to be described in
Section 2), are all patterned after [BKRU]’s SD
algorithm. They differ only in the phase of setting up
parameters, namely, in the choice of probability distribu-
tion D, and in the length t of the short random walks. The
analysis of each new algorithm builds upon the analysis of
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previous ones. In each algorithm, the timespace trade-off
achieved depends on t, the length of the individual random
walks that the pebble takes. For each distribution scheme,
we seek to minimize t as a function of p so as to achieve the
best possible trade-off curve, which satisfies ST=O ( p2t).
Before stating our main theorem, we introduce the virtual
resistance of a graph, defined as R =v # V 1dv . Note that
R ndmin . The main theorem of the paper is:
Theorem 1. Algorithm ID achieves a timespace trade-
off of ST=O (mR ), where R =v1dv . More explicitly, for
any T in the range mTmR , algorithm ID can work in
time O (T ) and space O (mR T ). For any S in the range
1SR , algorithm ID can work in space O (S) and time
O (mR S).
The trade-off that we prove for ID, ST=O (mR ), can also
be expressed elegantly as ST=O ((v # V dv)(v # V1dv)).
We also improve the known trade-offs for the previously
suggested algorithms, in particular, proving the conjecture
of [BF] regarding MD.
Theorem 2. Algorithm SD achieves a timespace trade-
off of ST=O ((mdmin)2). Algorithm MD achieves a time
space trade-off of ST=O (mndmin). Neither algorithm
achieves the trade-off ST=O (mR ) achieved by the ID
algorithm.
Observe that both the trade-off guarantee achieved by ID
and the trade-off guarantee achieved by MD improve over
O (mn) (and, hence, also over BFS!). In particular, for
d-regular graphs, we obtain a randomized algorithm that
decides USTCON in time O (m) and space O (nd ). The
O (mR ) guarantee on the trade-off achieved by ID is clearly
stronger than the O (mndmin) guarantee on the trade-off
achieved by MD. Moreover, it is more ‘‘robust’’a minor
change in the input graph (splitting an edge into two and
placing a vertex in the middle) can change dmin (and, hence,
the latter guarantee) by a factor of 0(n), whereas such large
changes are not possible for the former guarantee.
Algorithms MD and ID differ from the Broder et al. algo-
rithm only in the way in which they distribute landmarks on
the vertices of the graph. All other details of the algorithms
are identical. The improved trade-offs that we get are a
result of more sophisticated landmark distribution schemes,
coupled with tighter analysis. Can the landmark distribu-
tion scheme be further modified in a way that improves the
O (mR ) trade-off? Before attempting to answer this ques-
tion, we should ask ourselves which other parameters of the
graph may be relevant to random walks.
The value O(mR ) is an upper bound on the expected time
that it takes a random walk that starts at S to hit T, if they
are connected (see Corollary 8). Better upper bounds on the
hitting time are mD, where D is the diameter of the graph,
and mR, where R is the effective resistance of the graph
(definitions will follow). Is it possible to achieve timespace
trade-offs of O (mD), or O (mR), for USTCON? This ques-
tion should be refined, to allow for the possibility that the
input graph is not connected, in which D (and R) is infinite.
One way to overcome this problem is to consider the
diameter of the connected component of S or of T. Another
possibility is to consider the aggregate diameter D (the sum
of diameters of connected components), or the aggregate
resistance R (the sum of resistances of connected com-
ponents) of the graph. Note that an upper bound on the
expected hitting time does not necessarily lead to a similar
bound on random-walk-based algorithms for USTCON. If
this upper bound is not easily computable (e.g., in space
log n and time proportional to the bound itself), then one
may not know when to abandon the random-walk process
and decide that S and T are not connected. It is not known
whether D or R can be computed in randomized logspace,
or whether USTCON can be decided in randomized log-
space and time O(mD ) (or O(mR )). Nevertheless, let us
assume that D is given explicitly as input to our algorithm
and ask whether USTCON has a O (mD ) timespace trade-
off. We consider the class of algorithms FD, fair distribution,
that is a generalization of SD, MD, and ID. We give a
bound on the extent of improvement that is possible if one
uses an algorithm from the class FD.
Theorem 3. No algorithm of the class FD can achieve a
timespace trade-off of O (mD ), even if D (the aggregate
diameter) is given explicitly as input to the algorithm. More
explicitly, there is a family of graphs with D =3(- n) for
which even if space n$ is used by an FD algorithm, where
$<12, the time requirement remains 0 (mD ).
The above lower bound result is proved only for a very
restricted class of algorithms. In particular, the pebble in
our algorithm is forced to take random walks and is not
allowed to bias them in any way. Others have studied the
issue of lower bounds for timespace trade-offs for
USTCON in a more general (yet still structured) setting.
The models on which lower bounds are proved are known
as JAG models (‘‘jumping automata on graphs’’), and there
are several versions of these models. In [BBRRT], a lower
bound of 0(n2) is proved for a model that allows for an
initial phase of distributing landmarks, but which requires
that the pebble takes deterministic walks on the graph,
rather than random walks. Lower bounds on other variants
of the JAG model are presented in [BBRRT, Edmonds]. In
particular, Edmonds [Edmonds] allows for randomized
algorithms and proves that when the number of pebbles is
sublogarithmic, the time to decide USTCON is superlinear
(on the JAG model of computation).
The main part of our paper is concerned with the analysis
of the short term behavior of random walks, as this governs
the trade-offs that we can guarantee for our algorithms
(Theorems 1 and 2). The results of this analysis may be of
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independent interest. In particular, we improve upon some
of the results obtained in [BF] regarding the rate at which
a random walk discovers new vertices in a graph. Let
E[T(N)] denote the expected time until a walk discovers
its Nth distinct vertex, where Nn.
Theorem 4. For any simple connected graph on n ver-
tices with maximum degree dmax and minimum degree dmin ,
and for Nn,
E[T(N)]=O \N+N
2
dmin
min[N, dmax]+ .
This improves a result of [BF] by a factor of log N.
1.3. Highlight of Main Ideas in Our Analysis
We emphasize four main points in our analysis:
The first point is to identify the key property of short
random walks that one has to concentrate on, if one wants
to get improved trade-offs. By carefully considering the
work of [BKRU], it becomes apparent that this property is
Ee[Ne(t)], which denotes the number of times that a
random walk of length t starting at edge e is expected to
return to e. The lower the bound on Ee[Ne(t)], the better
the trade-off achieved. It is important to realize that the
upper bound of Ee[Ne(t)]=O(- t log n) [BKRU] can be
improved, despite the fact that it is tight (up to the log n
factor), by introducing new parameters, such as dmin .
The second point is a crucial observation made in [BF],
which opened the way to analysis of the MD distribution
scheme. The observation is that the MD scheme on G can
be analysed by considering the SD scheme on a modified
graph H. The difference between H and G is that multiple
self-loops are introduced in H, thus artificially lifting the
minimum degree. Since minimum degree is relevant to the
short term behavior of random walks and to Ee[Ne (t)], in
particular, one gets better trade-offs.
The third point is a method of analysis of Ee [Ne (t)]. The
method used in [BKRU] is not sensative to parameters
such as dmin . However, one can use instead a method
developed by Aldous [Aldous], in his proof that for visiting
vertices on regular graphs, Ev[Nv (t)]=O(- t). The proof
technique of Aldous can be applied to the analysis of
Ee [Ne(t)] on arbitrary graphs and can take into account
parameters such as dmin .
The fourth point is the handling of the parameter R . The
analysis of the algorithm is based on the analysis of short
random walks in local regions of the input graph. If we write
R as n times the average of 1dv , then we would like
ave[1dv] to be reflected in local regions of the graph. But
this is certainly not the case, since local averages are not
related to global averages. (This is unlike the case of a trade-
off that depends on dmin , where local minima are never
smaller than global minimum.) The choice of the ID
landmark distribution scheme and extensions of the second
point above allow us to make R a property that is also
reflected in local regions of the graph.
1.4. Outline of the Paper
The emphasis in the current paper is on the analysis of
the behavior of random walks on graphs and not on how
random walks should be implemented by a computer. As
explained earlier, our algorithm ID differs from the algo-
rithm of Broder et al. [BKRU] only in the way that land-
marks are distributed. The reader is referred to [BKRU] in
order to obtain more details about how the input is encoded
and how the algorithm can be implemented.
In Section 2 we analyse the ID algorithm and prove
Theorem 1. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 3. In Section 4
we prove Theorem 4. The proof of Theorem 2 is a simple
modification of other proofs in the paper and is sketched in
Section 5. Section 6 includes a discussion of recent related
results. A specification of the notation used in this paper is
presented in the Appendix.
2. THE ALGORITHM ID
In this section we prove Theorem 1. The proof is broken
into four parts. In Section 2.1 we describe the inverse dis-
tribution scheme. We also explain how the input graph G
can be viewed as a digraph H with multiple self-loops, on
which landmarks are distributed according to the stationary
distribution rather than the inverse distribution. In Sec-
tion 2.2 we identify the key property of random walks that
needs to be proved in order to establish the O (mR )
timespace trade-off algorithm ID. In Section 2.3 we estab-
lish some relations between virtual resistance and electrical
resistance of the graph when it is viewed as a network of
1 ohm resistors. These relations are important for our
purpose, because of known relations between electrical
resistance and the behavior of random walks. In Section 2.4
we use electrical resistance arguments in order to prove the
key property of Section 2.2.
2.1. The Inverse Distribution Scheme
We have previously described the inverse distribution
scheme ID as distributing p2 landmarks with probabilities
proportional to degrees of vertices and p2 landmarks with
probabilities inversely proportional to the degrees. We now
describe ID in a slightly different way, so as to be fully com-
patible with the description of the algorithm in Section 1.1.
Strictly speaking, the two descriptions are not equivalent,
but they are sufficiently similar so that the timespace
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trade-offs for USTCON are virtually the same for both
versions of ID.
Recall from Section 1.1 that we need to specify a probabil-
ity distribution D (=ID, in our case) over the vertices of the
input graph. Recall that di denotes the degree of vertex i and
that R =ni=1 1di . ID assigns to vertex i the probability
(di+m(di R )&1)3m. Observe that ni=1 di=2m and
ni=1(diR )
&1=1, so ni=1(di+m(diR )
&1)3m=1, and we
have indeed defined a probability distribution.
We also need to specify a length t for the short random
walks. We will do so for values of p that satisfy 1 pR .
For these values, we will have t&mR p2, up to multi-
plicative terms that are polylogarithmic in n. Note that t
ranges between O (mR ) and 0 (mR ), depending on the
value of p.
The above, together with Section 1.1, completes our
description of algorithm ID. As remarked in Section 1.1,
some details as to how the algorithm can actually be
implemented are not given in the current paper and appear
in [BKRU]. Here we shall only discuss one of the issues
that arise if the algorithm is to be implemented. This is the
issue of selecting p landmarks according to the distribution
D. Assume that the input graph is given as a linked list of
vertices and, for each vertex, a linked list of its neighbors.
Then the whole edge list can be scanned in time O(m), and
for each vertex, scanning its list of neighbors and computing
its degree can be done in time proportional to the degree
itself. Computing R in this representation (or a close
approximation of it) can be done in time O (m) and space
O(log n). Now let us consider the procedure of selecting p
landmarks. One can select p integer values independently at
random in the range [1, 3m] and sort them. Then one can
scan the list of vertices, retaining after each vertex j is
scanned the running sum of  ji=1(di+m(di R )
&1). On the
fly, we give vertex j the landmarks that have values that are
between  j&1i=1 (di+m(diR )
&1) and  ji=1(di+m(diR )
&1).
The whole procedure takes time O (m), and distributes
landmarks in a way similar to ID (except for rounding of
probabilities to multiples of 13m), which suffices for the
analysis of the timespace trade-offs to work.
We now present a different way (patterned after [BF]) of
viewing the inverse distribution scheme. View the input
(undirected) graph G as a symmetric directed graph with 2m
edges, which we call arcs. For an arc e=(u, v) leading from
vertex u to vertex v, we call u the head of e and v the tail.
Observe that arc (u, v) exists if and only if arc (v, u) exists.
The degree dv of a vertex is the number of its neighbors,
similar to the undirected version of the graph. Now modify
the graph by introducing sv=mR dv self-loops (arcs of the
form (v, v)) to each vertex v. For simplicity we assume that
mR dv is an integer for every vertex v. (The analysis that
follows goes through virtually without change even if mR dv
are nonintegers, by considering graphs with weighted arcs.)
The nonsimple graph thus obtained is denoted by H.
Observe that H has n vertices and 3m arcs. On H, we
employ SD, the landmark distribution scheme used in
[BKRU], placing all p landmarks uniformly according to
the stationary distribution ?H (the probability that a vertex
receives a landmark is directly proportional to dv+sv , as if
landmarks are distributed uniformly at random over the
arcs of H). The resulting distribution of landmarks on the
vertices of H is identical to the one obtained by ID on
the vertices of G.
From now on, we shall view the algorithm ID on graph
G as if it is the algorithm SD run on the digraph H.
Moreover, we shall ‘‘waste’’ some of the steps of the short
random walks by allowing them to traverse the self-loops.
That is, at vertex v, the pebble sees dv+sv outgoing arcs and
selects one of them uniformly at random. Clearly, any value
of t that suffices for the SD algorithm on H also suffices for
the ID algorithm on G. Thus we can restrict ourself to
analysing the Performance of the SD algorithm on H. It
remains to establish the value of t (length of short random
walks on H) that suffices in order to detect with high prob-
ability that S and T are in the same component.
2.2. A Key Property: The Expected Number of Returns
By considering the analysis provided by Broder et al.
[BKRU], it follows that the value of t should be set so that
the following two conditions are met:
1. Walks starting at any arbitrary vertex are expected to
hit some landmark (provided that the connected compo-
nent of the starting vertex is large enough so that, if
landmarks are placed at random, some of them are expected
to be in this component). More precisely, for any vertex v,
Pv[T(u)t]=0((log n)p), where the probability is taken
over the choice of random landmark u and the walk W.
2. p random walks (of length t each) that start at
random landmarks jointly cover all arcs of H, with high
probability. More precisely, for any arc e, P?[T(e)t]=
0((log n)p), where the probability is taken over the choice
of starting vertex and walk W.
We provide some intuition why a value of t that satisfies
the conditions above suffices to ensure (w.h.p.) that the
algorithm correctly decides USTCON. Assume that these
conditions do not suffice. That is, the graph is connected,
but the landmarks can be partitioned into two groups, P1
and P2 , such that S # P1 , T # P2 , and walks of length t that
started at landmarks of one of the groups never hit the
landmarks of the other group (and vice versa). Let us argue
informally that this is an unlikely event. By condition 2
above, every arc e of H is highly likely to be covered by at
least one of the p short walks that start at the p landmarks.
Assume w.l.o.g. that e is highly likely to be covered by at
least one of the short walks that start at P1 . Now by condi-
tion 1 above, short walks that start at the tail of e are highly
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likely to cover some landmarks. If they are likely to cover
landmarks from P2 , then we are essentially done, since it is
likely that a walk that starts at a landmark of P1 will reach
e and then reach a landmark of P2 . Hence the only problem
that might arise is that, for every arc e, the group (P1 or P2)
from which it is likely to hit e is the same group that is likely
to be hit by random walks that start at e. Associate this
group with the arc e. Then it can easily be shown that there
must be two adjacent arcs that have different groups
associated with them. If these arcs have the same tail, then
we are done, as then walks from this tail are likely to hit
landmarks in both P1 and P2 . If they have the same head,
then we are done, because walks from both P1 and P2 are
likely to hit this head, and once the head is hit, both arcs are
equally likely to be traversed. If the tail of one arc is the head
of the other, then walks from both P1 and P2 are likely to
reach this common vertex; thereafter, it is likely that a short
walk crosses the arc and, thereafter, it is likely that a short
walk hits a landmark. The intuitive explanation in the above
paragraph contains several gaps, and the reader is referred
to [BKRU] for a full proof.
The analysis of Broder et al. [BKRU] identifies a key
property of random walks that provides upper bounds for
the value t that simultaneously satisfies both conditions
above. This property is the number of times that a random
walk of length t starting at the tail of arc e is expected to
return to e, denoted by Ee [Ne (t)]. The following lemma
characterizes the timespace trade-off that is achievable as
a function of Ee[Ne(t)]. In the lemma we introduce a
parameter k that shows by how much an improved bound
on Ee[Ne(t)] improves the time space product. Essentially,
this lemma was used in [BKRU] with k=1.
Lemma 5. Let k, 1km, be an arbitrary parameter
that may depend on the input graph. Assume that for every arc
e and for any value of t in the range k<t<m2k the condition
Ee[Ne(t)]=O(- tk) holds. Then for any value of p up to
pmk, there is some value t=O (m2kp2) that satisfies
conditions 1 and 2 above.
Proof. We assume that for some constant c and every
edge e, Ee[Ne(t)]c - tk, and prove conditions 1 and 2
above. For condition 1, we let (v, u) be an arc chosen
uniformly at random and show that Pe[T((v, u))t]
c$ lognp. Note that the probability of crossing a random
arc (v, u) is a lower bound on the probability of hitting a
landmark, because under ID, landmarks are scattered
uniformly at random over the heads (or tails) of arcs.
Throughout the proof of this lemma, probabilities and
expectations are taken both over the random steps of the
random walk and over the choice of random arc (v, u).
More precisely, if (v, u) appears more than once in the same
expression, then all occurrences of (v, u) denote the same
arc, but this arc is chosen uniformly at random.
The expected number of times that (v, u) is crossed by a
walk of length t that starts at e satisfies
Ee[N(v, u)(t)]Pe[T((v, u))t](1+E(v, u)[N(v, u)(t)])
and, hence,
Pe[T((v, u))t]
Ee[N(v, u)(t)]
1+E(v, u)[N(v, u)(t)]
.
Now Ee[N(v, u)(t)]=t3m (recall that 3m is the total
number if arcs) and by our assumption, E(v, u)[N(v, u)(t)]
c - tk. Therefore,
Pe[T((v, u))t]
t
3m(1+c - tk)

- tk
3m(c+1)
.
Substituting
t=
m2
k \
c$(c+1) log n
p +
2
,
condition 1 follows. For condition 2, observe that
E?[Ne(t)]P?[T(e)t](1+Ee[Ne(t)])
and the proof of condition 2 is similar to the proof of
condition 1. K
Corollary 6. Assume that for every arc e and for
any value of t in the range mR <t<mR the condition
Ee[Ne(t)]=O(- tR m) holds. Then for any value of p up to
pR , there is some value t=O (mR p2) that satisfies condi-
tions 1 and 2 above.
Proof. Substitute k=mR in Lemma 5. K
It remains to show that for mR <t<mR , Ee[Ne(t)]=
O(- tR m). For this, we first establish some connections
between virtual resistance and electrical resistance in
graphs.
2.3. Properties of Virtual Resistance
There are tight connections between behavior of random
walks on graphs and the interpretation of the graph as an
electrical network, where each edge represents a resistance
of 1 ohm [DS, CRRST, Tetali]. The effective resistance
between vertices u and v, denoted by R[u, v], is the voltage
that develops in u if a current of 1 amp is forced into u, and
v is grounded (by Ohm’s law). The effective resistance of a
graph is defined as R=maxu, v # V[R[u, v]]. If the graph is
disconnected, then R=. The aggregate resistance of the
graph, denoted by R , is the sum of effective resistances of
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the connected components of G. A trivial consequence of
electrical theory is that R D .
We define the virtual resistance of a simple graph by
R =v # V 1dv . (For the purpose of this definition, assume
that there are no isolated vertices.) The virtual resistance is
an easily computable parameter of the graph. It can be
approximated with arbitrary precision in deterministic
logspace and time O (m) (the time bound assumes that the
graph is encoded in a suitable compact form, such as an
adjacency list).
Lemma 7. For any simple graph, R <9R .
Proof. We prove the lemma for connected graphs, and
the proof for disconnected graphs follows from additivity.
Let the vertices u and v be such that R=R[u, v]. Inject
a current of 1 amp into u, and ground v. Consider the volt-
ages that develop on the vertices of G. The voltage at v is 0,
and the voltage at u is R. By the fact that u is the only source
of current and v is the only sink, the voltage at any other
vertex is some value between 0 and R. (By Kirchoff ’s
current law, the amount of current that enters a vertex must
be equal to the amount that leaves the vertex. Hence if a
vertex w is not a sourcesink, it can have a neighbor of
higher voltage if and only if it also has a neighbor of lower
voltage, since the first of these neighbors pushes current into
w and the second neighbor pulls current, by Ohm’s law.)
Let [v1=v, v2 , ..., vn=u] be the vertices of G sorted in
increasing order of their voltages. Let di be the degree of vi
and let Ri be the voltage on vi . We compute an upper bound
on Rn=R based on the sequence of degrees of the vertices.
Assume that we computed an upper bound on Ri . We
distinguish between three cases:
1. There exists j, i< jn, such that vj has at least dj 3
edges connecting it to [v1 , ..., vi]. The direction of current
flow along these edges is from vj outwards, because vj has
the higher voltage. The sum of currents along these dj 3
edges is at most 1 amp, because 1 amp is the total current in
the network. Hence at least one of these edges, say leading
to vertex vl , carries a current of not more than 3dj amps.
Applyings Ohm’s law, RjRl+3dvj , and using RlRi , we
conclude that RjRi+3dvj . Rj will serve as an upper
bound to the voltages of all vertices up to and including vj ,
and we can update i  j.
2. There exists j, 1 ji, such that vj has at least dj 3
edges connecting it to [vi+1 , ..., vn]. Then by an argument
similar to the above, there is some vertex vl (where i<ln),
such that RlRj+3dj . Of the vertices that have this
property, choose vl for which l is maximal. Observe that
RlRi+3dj , because RiRj . Rl will serve as an upper
bound to the voltages of all vertices up to and including vl ,
and we can update i  l.
3. Neither case 1 nor case 2 above hold. Then we upper
bound Ri+1Ri+1 (this follows from the fact that
[v1 , ..., vi] is connected to [vi+1 , ..., vn] and that vertices
are sorted in order of increasing voltage), and we update
i  i+1.
Since every vertex can appear at most once as vj in case 1,
the total voltage contributed by case 1 is at most
v # V 3dv3R . Since every vertex can appear at most once
as vj in case 2 (by our rule of choosing the maximum respec-
tive l), the total voltage contributed by case 2 is at most
v # V 3dv3R . To bound the contribution of case 3, let
i1 , ..., il be the sequence of indices on which case 3 occurs,
and set i0=0 and il+1=n. The contribution of case 3 is l. To
bound l, observe that for any j, if ik< jik+1 then it must
hold that ik+1&ikdj 3, as otherwise we could have
employed either case 1 or case 2 above with vj . This implies
that l<3R , as follows. Compute R =1di by summing 1di
over each interval (ik , ik+1] separately. Within any such
interval, 1di(ik+1&ik)3(ik+1&ik)=13. Since there
are l+1 such intervals, it follows that R (l+1)3. K
Remark. Often one uses the degree sequence of a con-
nected graph in order to bound its diameter (and this in
turn can be used in order to bound the resistance). This
approach would not prove Lemma 7, since there are graphs
for which D =0(R log nlog log n).
In passing, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 8. USTCON can be decided in randomized
logspace by a random walk of length O(mR ).
Proof. A central result of [CRRST] shows that
ES [T T ]+ET[T S ]=2mR[S, T]. It follows from
Lemma 7 that if S and T are connected then E S[T T ]<
18mR .
To decide USTCON, start a random walk at S. If by
36mR steps it visits T output it is connected, otherwise it is
not connected.
We assume here that R can be approximated in time
O(mR ) and space O(log n), which is a reasonable assump-
tion, as discussed in Section 2.1. K
Lemma 7 establishes a relation between R and R on
arbitrary simple graphs. We shall now prove that a ‘‘scaled
down’’ version of this relation holds for local regions of
graphs, provided that self-loops are added as described in
Section 2.1. Recall that there we modified our graph G to a
directed graph H with 3m arcs. 2m of these arcs came from
considering each edge of G as two antiparallel arcs in H. The
other m arcs are self-loops that are placed on vertices, where
vertex v has sv=mR dv self-loops. (Recall our assumption
that we can treat mR dv as an integer.) We remark that we
define the virtual resistance R of H to be that of the original
graph G. Likewise, the effective resistance between any two
vertices of H is the same as the resistance between these ver-
tices in G (self-loops do not change the resistance, and we
can treat a pair of antiparallel arcs as one resistor of 1 ohm).
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Definition. Let A be a proper subset of arcs in H. Let
IA /V denote the set of vertices that are in the ‘‘interior’’ of
A. That is, for each v # IA all arcs incident with v are in A.
Let BA /V denote the ‘‘boundary’’ of A. That is, each v # BA
has a neighbor in IA and has at least one arc not in A. Add
arcs to the subgraphs induced on BA such that any two ver-
tices are connected by a pair of antiparallel arcs. Consider
now the subgraph induced on IA _ BA . Then the exit
resistance of A is RA=maxu # IA minv # BA[R[u, v]]. If IA is
empty, then RA=0.
Intuitively, the exit resistance of a set A measures the
resistance between the interior of the set to its boundary. By
the analogy between random walks and resistance, the exit
resistance can be used to bound the expected time that it
takes a random walk to leave A.
The following lemma scales Lemma 7 to the region of A.
The scaling factor is |A|m. In this lemma, the exit resistance
plays the role that was originaly played by aggregate
resistance.
Lemma 9. Let A be a proper subset of edges in H. Then
RA9(1+R ( |A|m)).
Proof. Let EA be the set of arcs incident with IA . Then
EA/A, hence |EA||A|. |EA|v # IA(dv+sv)=v # IA
(dv+mR dv)(mR ) v # IA 1dv . Define R A=v # IA 1dv .
Rearranging gives R A(|A|m) R .
To compute RA , observe that RAmaxu, v # IA _ BA
R[u, v]. Using Lemma 7 on the subgraph induced by
IA _ BA , and noting that v # IA1dv=R A and that
v # BA 1dv1 (by the fact that vertices in BA form a clique,
and in addition, each such vertex is adjacent to a vertex in
IA), we obtain that RA9(R A+1). K
For additional relations between virtual resistance and
resistance, see Section 6.
2.4. Bounding the Expected Number of Returns
We bound Ee[Ne(t)], the key property identified in Sec-
tion 2.2, by extending a proof technique developed by
Aldous [Aldous] in his proof that Ev[Nv(t)]=O(- t) for
vertices on regular graphs.
Lemma 10. Let H be a digraph with n vertices and 3m
arcs, where each vertex has dv neighbors and sv self-loops as
described above. Let e be an arbitrary arc in H, and let
mR <t<mR . Then Ee[Ne(t)]10+6- tR m16- tR m.
Proof. Let As=[(u, v) | E(u, v)[Ne(t)]>s] be the set of
arcs from (the tail of) which random walks of length t are
expected to hit e more than s times, and let Acs be the com-
plement of this set. Then Ee[Ne(t)]Ee[Ne(TAcs)]+s. To
compute Ee[Ne(TAcs)], the expected number of times that e
is hit before Acs is reached, we consider the size of As .
Claim 11. The number of arcs in As satisfies |As |ts.
Proof. Let e denote the arc antiparallel to e, and let
Bs=[(u, v) | Ee [N(u, v)(t)]>s]. We show that (u, v) # Bs if
and only if (v, u) # As . Let (x, y) and (u, v) be two arcs. For
any t$, the probability that a walk that starts at y crosses
(u, v) at time t$ is equal to the probability that a walk that
starts at u crosses ( y, x) at time t$ (by the reversibility of the
random walk process). It follows that E(x, y)[N(u, v)(t)]=
E(v, u)[N( y, x)(t)], and therefore an arc is in Bs if and only if
the antiparallel arc is in As .
To complete the proof of the claim, observe that
by linearity of expectation, |Bs |<ts. It follows that
|As |<ts. K
Claim 12. The expected number of times that e is
traversed before exiting the set Ac satisfies Ee[Ne(TAcs)]
10+9 |As| R m.
Proof. We shall use the notion of exit resistance from
Section 2.3. Let w be the head of e. Let u be a vertex on the
boundary BAc that minimizes R[w, u]. From Lemma 9 we
obtain that R[w, u]RAs9(1+|As | R m). Now consider
an arc (u, v)  Ac (such an arc must exist). Then R[w, v]
1+9(1+|As | R m)=10+9 |As | R m). When the walk
reaches v it must have left Ac .
By the results of [CRRST], R[w, v] is exactly the
expected number of times that any arc leading out of w
is traversed in a random walk that starts at w and con-
tinues until it first hits v. Hence Ee[Ne(TAcs)]10+
9 |As | R m. K
Set s=3- tR m. Then |As|13- tmR and Ee[Ne(TAcs)]
10+3 - tR m. Hence, Ee[Ne(t)]10+6 - tR m. K
The proof of Theorem 1 is a straightforward consequence
of Corollary 6 and Lemma 10.
3. ON THE LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD
Broder et al. [BKRU] gave the general scheme of ran-
domized algorithms for USTCON. The basic components
of their scheme are a landmark distribution scheme D and
exploration of the graph by short random walks of length t.
The landmark distribution scheme of [BKRU] (which we
call SD) was improved in [BF] and then, again, in the
current paper. Can a new yet unstudied landmark distribu-
tion scheme (or just tighter analysis leading to a lower value
of t) offer further improvements?
Clearly, improvement in special cases is possible. For
example, if a graph contains a vertex of degree n&1, or if
dS +d T >n&2, then S and T are connected, but none of
our algorithms currently check for these conditions. Hence,
checking for special conditions leads to improvement in spe-
cial cases. Also, it is relatively straightforward to improve
the landmark distribution scheme, using the fact that we
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ignore constant factors in our analysis. Thus we can aug-
ment the landmark distribution scheme ID by throwing in
p additional landmarks on vertices that satisfy certain new
conditions (e.g., have degree close to the average degree, or
have degree that is significantly smaller then the average
degrees of their neighbors), and the increased time and
space requirement of the new algorithm compared to ID
will be suppressed by the O notation. It is certainly possible
that such augmented landmark distribution schemes would
significantly improve upon ID for some class of graphs. Is
there a limit to what can be achieved by changing the
landmark distribution scheme and improving the analysis?
To answer this question we introduce the notion of a fair
landmark distribution scheme (FD). A similar notion in the
context of deterministic algorithms for USTCON was con-
sidered in [BBRRT].
Definition. The l-neighborhood of vertex v is the sub-
graph induced by the vertices of distance at most l from v.
Two vertices, u and v, are l-similar, if their l-neighborhoods
are isomorphic.
Definition. A landmark distribution scheme is l-fair if
it does not distinguish between l-similar vertices. That is,
any landmark is equally likely to be placed on u or v, if these
are l-similar vertices. A landmark distribution scheme is fair
(FD), if it is l-fair for some constant l. An FD algorithm is
the algorithm described in Section 1.1, in which D (the
landmark distribution) is a fair distribution scheme and t
(the length of short random walks) is set to a value that
ensures correctness of the UNSTCON algorithm.
Clearly, SD, MD, and ID are all fair distribution
schemes. We now proceed to show that FD algorithms can-
not achieve a trade-off of O (mD ). Our proof actually applies
to l-fair algorithms for l<- n2.
Consider the 3-star graph. It has 3 centers. From each
center extend - n3 ‘‘rays’’ (simple paths), each of length
- n. Two of the centers are connected by a connecting ray
of length - n, and the third center is disconnected from the
other two centers. The 3-star graph has roughly n edges,
two connected components, and aggregate diameter D &
2 - n+3 - n=5 - n.
Consider an arbitrary FD algorithm which gets as input
the 3-star graph, with the vertices labeled at random. S and
T are placed on two of the centers, and the algorithm must
decide if they are connected. If p=1 (one pebble at S), the
algorithm can decide connectivity in time O (mD )=O (n32).
But increasing the space (increasing p up to about - n) can-
not result in a significant improvement in the running time
(which is t } p), foiling an attempt to get a timespace trade-
off of O (mD ).
Lemma 13. On the 3-star graph, any FD algorithm that
uses pR- nlog n landmarks must make short random walks
of length t=0 (n32p) in order to decide USTCON, giving a
timespace product of O (n32p).
Proof. Assume otherwise, that t is small, and derive a
contradiction.
Assume that S and T are the two connected centers.
Locally, the i th vertex on the connecting ray is indistin-
guishable from the i th vertex on any other ray (this holds up
to neighborhoods of distance - n2). By the fairness
property of FD algorithms, the probability that the con-
necting ray receives a landmark is at most 3p- nR1. Thus
we can assume that the connecting ray does not receive a
landmark. Hence, the only way that the algorithm can
detect that S and T are connected is by a random walk
that crosses the connecting ray.
W.l.o.g., assume that the direction of crossing is from S
to T. Regardless of the location of the landmark from which
the random walk originated, the pebble that crosses the
connecting ray must go through S.
Claim 14. For tn, PS [T T t]12tn32.
Proof. Assume that PS [T T t]12tn32. We shall
compute ES [T T ] (the expected hitting time from S to T)
in two different ways and derive a contradiction. For the
purpose of this computation, we can disconnect from T all
vertices, except the connecting ray, and remain with a star
centered at S which has - n3 rays, each of length - n. T
is the endpoint of one of these rays.
One way of computing ES [TT ] is based on electrical
resistance. The total number of edges in the graph under
consideration is n3. The electrical resistance R[S, T]
between S and T is exactly - n. Then it follows from
[CRRST] that E S[T T ]+E T[T S ]=2n323. Standard
analysis of random walks on a line with - n edges shows
that ET [TS ]=n. Hence ES [TT ]=2n323&n.
The other way of computing ES [TT ] is based on the
(false) assumption that PS [TT t]>12tn32. Observe
that for any vertex u, Eu[TS ]n, and hence by Markov’s
inequality, Pu[T S 2n] 12. It follows that Pu[T T 
t+2n]>12t2n32=6tn32. Hence, if we partition a ran-
dom walk of arbitrary length to segments of length t+2n,
then in each segment, independently of past segments,
there is probability at least 6tn32 of hitting T. If follows
that ES[T T ](t+2n)n326t. For tn, we obtain that
ES [T T ]n322, a contradiction (when n is sufficiently
large). K
It follows from the claim that whenever tn, at least
n3224t random walks of length t are needed in order to
have probability 12 of discovering that S and T are con-
nected. Hence, the time spent on random walk steps is at
least n3224. For t<n, the number of random walks of
length t that are needed is at least the number of random
walks of length n that are needed, which is - n24. Algo-
rithm FD makes this many walks only if the number of
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landmarks is 0(- nlog n). Hence for pR- nlog n, the
time-space product obtained is 0 (n32p). K
The proof of Theorem 3 follows from the fact that for the
3-star graph, mD &n32.
The number of edges (and hence mD ) in the above exam-
ple can be increased, by replacing the centers of stars by cli-
ques of size O(n). Then the proof of Lemma 13 can be
modified to show that for SR- n, FD algorithms still
require time T=0 (mD )=0 (n52).
Remark. On the latter class of graphs, in which the cen-
ters of stars are replaced by cliques, a simple randomized
algorithm not in the class FD can decide USTCON in
logspace and time O (n32). The algorithm selects a random
vertex and takes two random walks from it, each of length
O(n). If one walk hits S and the other hits T, then the algo-
rithm declares that they are connected. If the algorithm is
repeated O(- n) times, with independently chosen random
starting vertices, and if it fails to determine that S and T
are connected, it decides that they are not connected.
4. MORE ON SHORT RANDOM WALKS
Barnes and Feige [BF] proved a conjecture of Linial that
the expected time for a random walk to discover its Nth
distinct vertex is O(N3). They in turn conjectured that this
bound can be refined to O(N+N2 min[N, dmax]dmin)
and proved this bound up to a multiplicative logarithmic
factor. The conjecture is known to hold if N=0(n), by the
results of Kahn et al. [KLNS]. We prove the conjecture for
arbitrary graphs and arbitrary values of N. The proof com-
bines ideas that appear in Section 2, some of which originate
in the works of [Aldous, BF]. We remark that, for the spe-
cial case of regular graphs, the proof can be simplified, and
it can be obtained as a corollary of the work of Aldous on
regular graphs [Aldous].
Lemma 15. Let H be a symmetric digraph with n vertices
and M arcs, including multiple self-loops on vertices. Let d
*denote the minimum number of arcs incident with a vertex
(including self-loops), and let dmin denote the minimum num-
ber of vertices adjacent to a vertex. Let e be an arbitrary arc
in H, and let t satisfy t<3M2dmin d*. Then the expectednumber of times that a walk of length t returns to e satisfies
Ee[Ne(t)]2+2 - 3tdmin d*.
Proof. The proof is a simplification of the proof of
Lemma 10, and is sketched below.
Let As=[(u, v) | E (u, v) [Ne (t)]>s]. Then Ee [Ne (t)]
Ee[Ne(TAcs)]+s. Claim 11 shows that |As |<ts.
Claim 16. Ee[Ne(TAcs)]2+3 |As |dmin d*.
Proof. Let IAs denote the set of vertices in the interior of
the arc set As . Then |IAs ||As |d*. The diameter of the
subgraph induced on IAs is at most 3 |IAs |dmin (see, e.g.,
[Aldous]). Let v be the head of e and w be a vertex in the
boundary set BAs . Using the distance bound on electrical
resistance, R[v, w]1+3 |IAs |dmin1+3 |As |dmin d*.
By the identity relating resistance to the number of returns
to an arc [CRRST], Ee[Ne(TAcs)]R[v, w]+12+
3 |As |dmin d*. K
Set s=- 3tdmin d*. K
Lemma 17. Let H be a symmetric digraph with n vertices
and M arcs, including multiple self-loops on vertices. Let d
*denote the minimum number of arcs incident with a vertex
(including self-loops), and let dmin denote the minimum num-
ber of vertices adjacent to a vertex. Let E[T(M)] denote the
expected time to discover M arcs, where dmin d*<M<=M,for some positive constant =<1 to be determined later. Then
E[T(M)]=O(M2dmin d*).
Proof. By Lemma 15, Ee[Ne(t)]=O(- 1+tdmin d*).
Intuitively, in M2dmin d* steps, we expect any arc e to be
visited at most O(Mdmin d*) times; hence M distinct arcs
are visited. We now make this intuition precise.
We want the expected time to visit M arcs. Consider an
arbitrary starting arc, and walks of length cM2dmin d*,
where c is a large enough constant. It suffices to show that
with probability at least 14 , such a walk is successful (that is,
visits M distinct arcs). Thereafter, noting that this fraction
of walks is successful for any starting arc, the expected time
to visit M arcs is at most 4cM2dmin d* (by repetition). So
assume the contrarythat for some starting arc e, with
probability 34 walks visit less than M edges.
We now derive a contradiction. Consider the following
random procedure for selecting an arc e$. Select an integer
j uniformly at random in the range [0, cM2dmin d*].
Start a random walk at e, and stop after j steps. Denote
the arc crossed at the j th step by e$. We show that
Ee$ [Ne$ (cM2dmin d*)]>4 - 3c Mdmin d*, contradicting
Lemma 15 (the expectation in E$e is taken both over the
choice of e$ and over the random steps of the random walk).
Consider the whole cM2dmin d* steps of the walk from
which e$ is selected. With probability 34 , the walk is not suc-
cessful (i.e., it visits less than M distinct arcs). For an unsuc-
cessful walk, there are at most Mk choices of j for which the
number of subsequent returns of this walk to the arc e$
selected is at most k. Hence,
Pe$[Ne$(cM2dmin d*)k]<
1
4+
3
4 } kdmin d* cM,
where the probability is taken over the choice of the random
walk and of the index j (leading to the selection of arc e$).
For k=8 - 3c Mdmin d* and large enough c (e.g.,c>33 } 26) we obtain that Pe$[Ne$(cM2dmin d*)>k]
1
2 ,
implying Ee$[Ne$(cM2dmin d*)]>k2=4 - 3c Mdmin d*.
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To contradict Lemma 15, = in Lemma 17 should be small
enough so that cM2dmin d*, the length of walks considered
in the proof of Lemma 17, would still be in the range required
in Lemma 15. Hence we require that 33 } 26M2dmin d*
3M2dmin d*, which holds when =<148. K
Lemma 18. Let G be an undirected simple graph (no
self-loops) with n vertices and m edges, and minimum degree
dmin . Let E[T(N, M)] denote the expected time to discover
either N vertices or M edges (whichever comes first), where
M>N, and dmin<N<=n, for some positive constant =<1
to be determined later. Then E[T(N, M)]=O(NMdmin).
Proof. Obtain a symmetric digraph H from G, by
replacing each edge with two antiparallel arcs and by
placing dself=WMNX self-loops on each vertex. Then
H has MnMN arcs. On H, we want to discover
3M+N<4M arcs, since then we either discover M of the
original edges, or M+N distinct self loops, implying the
discovery of N vertices. For =< 14 } =<
1
4 }
1
48 , we can apply
Lemma 17 and obtain
E[T(4M)]=O(M2d min d
*
)
=O(M2dmin dself)=O(NMdmin). K
Proof of Theorem 4. We assume that N>dmin , as
otherwise the proof of the theorem is trivial. We can assume
that N<=n, as otherwise the proof follows from [KLNS]
(see also [CFS] for improved bounds). Hence we can apply
Lemma 18 with M=min[N2, Ndmax], where visiting M
edges guarantees the visit of N vertices.
5. THE ALGORITHMS SD AND MD
The ideas needed for the proof of Theorem 2 appear in
previous sections. We shall only sketch the proof of
Theorem 2.
Proof. The upper bounds on SD and MD follow from a
combination of Lemma 5 and Lemma 15. Lemma 5 applies
when landmarks are distributed according to the stationary
distribution of random walk (uniformly on arcs). For algo-
rithm SD we use Lemma 15 with d
*
=dmin and obtain
Ee[Ne(t)]2+2 - 3tdmin . Note that when t(dmin)2 the
additive factor of 2 in the upper bound is dominated by the
term 2 - 3tdmin . This implies that Lemma 5 can be applied
with k=(dmin)2, giving a value of t=O ((mpdmin)2), for a
timespace trade-off of O ((mdmin)2). For algorithm MD,
we transform the input graph G into a symmetric digraph
H, placing mn self-loops on each vertex. Now algorithm
MD on G becomes similar to SD on H, and we can apply
Lemma 5. We first use Lemma 15 with d
*
mn to obtain
that we can set k=mdmin n. We obtain t=O (mndmin p2)
and a timespace product of O (mndmin).
For the lower bounds on SD and MD, we present a
family of graphs on which neither SD nor MD achieve a
timespace product of O(mR ). Consider three cliques of size
roughly (n&- n)3, one containing S, and another con-
taining T. Two of the cliques are connected by a path of
length - n. For this graph m=3(n2) and R =3(- n).
Hence in logarithmic space, USTCON can be decided in
time O(mR )=O(n52) on these graphs. Now if the number
of landmarks p is much smaller than - n, then neither SD
nor MD are likely to place landmarks on the connecting
path. In order to discover that S and T are connected it is
then necessary that some walk crosses the path from one cli-
que to the other. But if all walks start from the cliques, this
is not likely to happen unless the total number of random
walk steps is 0(n52) (this can be proved using techniques
similar to those employed in Section 3). Hence neither SD
nor MD can trade space for time, at least not for space
R- n. K
6. DISCUSSION
One of the goals of this paper is to better understand the
process of random walks on graphs. We identified the vir-
tual resistance R =v 1dv as an important parameter
related to random walks. Recent work has shed more light
on the interrelation between the virtual resistance and ran-
dom walks. It turns out that a more ‘‘appropriate’’ definition
of virtual resistance is R =v1(dv+1). It can be shown
that for any graph, R <3R , and this bound is best possible,
up to low order terms (e.g., for the path). This result implies
automatic improvement of constants throughout Section 2.
More interestingly, R provides a tight characterization
(within constant factors) of certain graph properties (such
as Rspan , the resistance along the edges of the minimum
resistance spanning tree) that relate to the cover time (the
expected time for a random walk to visit all vertices of the
graph). These results are described in [CFS].
The question of graph connectivity, rather than S-T-
connectivity is studied in [Feige]. There it is shown that
connectivity can be decided in randomized logspace within
O(mR ) random walk steps. The analysis in [Feige] also
takes particular attention to avoid unnecessary logarithmic
overhead in the running time. Presumably, the same prin-
ciples for saving logarithmic factors can be used also in the
context of our timespace trade-offs, although this requires
a detailed examination of [BKRU].
APPENDIX: NOTATION
G(V, E)a simple graph (no parallel edges and self-
loops).
nnumber of vertices in G.
mnumber of edges in G.
S, Tvertices in G.
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SDstationary distribution, used in [BKRU].
MDmixed distribution, used in [BF].
IDinverse distribution, introduced in this paper.
dvdegree of vertex v (not including self-loops).
dminminv # V[dv].
Ddiameter of graph.
D sum of diameters of connected components.
Rmaximum effective resistance in graph.
R sum of maximum effective resistances of connected
components.
R virtual resistance. R =v # V1dv .
Ha symmetric digraph with multiple self-loops.
svnumber of self-loops on v in H.
Mnumber of arcs in H.
d
*
minimum number of arcs connected to a vertex
(including self-loops).
Sspace used by algorithm.
Ttime used by algorithm.
pnumber of landmarks placed on random vertices.
tlength of short random walk taken by a pebble.
u, v, w, x, yvertices.
eedge or arc. Arcs are also denoted by their heads and
tails (e.g., (u, v)).
e the arc antiparallel to e.
Accomplement of subset A.
Ne(t)number of times e is visited in a random walk of
length t.
T(A)time in which A is reached.
P[E]probability of event E.
E[X]expected value of random variable X.
Pe , Eethe subscript denotes the starting edge of the
walks for which probability or expectation is computed.
?stationary distribution for a random walk (probabil-
ity of each vertex is directly proportional to its degree,
including self-loops).
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